
WRITE AN ARTICLE ON A SNAKE WITH 4 LEGS

A four-legged fossil snake Having an interest in this subject (see my past articles on snake origins and the origin of
snake carnivory), I read.

Snakes are thought to have evolved from terrestrial lizards as early as the Middle Jurassic Epoch  Researchers
knew snakes had evolved from four-limbed reptiles, but few transitional forms had been discovered, and
researchers continue to wrangle over whether the first lizards to lose their limbs and become snakes were
terrestrial burrowers or aquatic swimmers. Snakes can control the amount of venom they inject and may bite
aggressively for food or defensively for protection. Cstonyi Some million years ago, dinosaurs still ruled the
world â€” and some snakes had four legs. Dave Martill, University of Portsmouth. It is interesting to note that,
although most people profess to fear or hate snakes, one of the most visited areas of any zoo is the snake
houseâ€”proof that snakes are mysterious and fascinating, even if they are loathed. The visceral organs are
elongated, with reduction of the left member in relation to the right; the left lung is greatly reduced or even
lost entirely. Update, 5 December As discussed in this article, the identification of Tetrapodophis amplectus as
a true snake has not been without controversy. See Article History Alternative Titles: Serpentes, serpent
Snake, suborder Serpentes , also called serpent, any of more than 3, species of reptiles distinguished by their
limbless condition and greatly elongated body and tail. It is worrying that a fossil that is arguably ten times
more important than Archaeopteryx could someday easily vanish from science without a trace. This is best
achieved by making sure all studied fossils are owned and curated by a recognised museum. This has also led
to suggestions that these squamates evolved from animals in the oceans. Intriguingly, there are other archaic
fossil snakes that are unequivocally marine, such as the two-legged Pachyrhachis with its paddle-shaped rear
end. Some antediluvian birds had teeth and claws on their wings; the living hoatzin still has the claws, but not
the teeth. Snakes also lack external ear openings. As I have argued previously argued , fossil collecting is a
field in which anyone can, and should, be encouraged to participate. Mangrove sea snakes inhabit the intertidal
zone and are equally adept crawling on land and swimming in the ocean, so if the first snakes had similar
habits, a permanent shift into land or into the water would have been relatively easy. However, the oldest
known undisputed fossil snakes are much younger, from the Cretaceous about m years ago. But scientists have
now released a new study on the fossil of a snake that appears to have lived between m and m years ago. But
when mice embryos are given a stretch of DNA from a cobra middle and a python bottom that controls limb
development, their arm and leg growth are severely limited. The fossil in question is one of the most exquisite
and controversial fossils of modern times. We know that the present world is impoverished of many
well-designed creatures that existed in the antediluvian world. An example are the flap-footed lizards called
Pygopodidae, which look very similar to snakes. Small fossil, big controversy: Tetrapodophis, a tiny fossil
snake with four-legs photomontage of part and counterpart. In Mexico , 10 times as many people die annually
from bee stings as from snakebites. Longrich cites all the snakelike features discussed in the original paper.
Cell Next, the researchers took an in-depth look at the snakes' ZRS, and found that a deletion of 17 base pairs
that is, paired DNA "letters" within the snakes' DNA appeared to be the cause of the limb loss, they said.
There is only a single specimen of this potential link between lizards and snakes, making it priceless and
utterly unique. All of this is consistent with the view that snakes evolved from aquatic lizards, losing their legs
and elongating their bodies for eel-like swimming. Martill and co-author Nicholas Longrich of the University
of Bath in the United Kingdom, neither of whom was at the meeting, stand strongly by their original analysis.
The loss of limbs, correlated with body elongation, has occurred during the evolution of more than 20
members of this group of vertebrates. Science requires repeatability. However, many of us working in the field
are hoping that it will be returned to Brazil in the near future. Such weak limbs are often found in aquatic
animals where buoyancy helps with support. The oldest known fossil snake, Eophis underwoodi, was a small
snake that lived in southern England about million years ago. The combination of snake-like body with
complete forelimbs and hindlimbs is like a snake version of Archaeopteryx. When the slab of rock containing
the fossil was cracked open, the body of the organism stayed mostly in one half of the slab, whereas the skull
was mostly in the other half, paired with a mold or impression of the body. That analysis may never happen.


